
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

You ___________________ her just as I did.1. (like)would have liked

_____________________________ of such a thing in our young days,
Master Cousin?
2.

(any man/dream/?)
Would any man have dreamed

I am not sure that he ________________________ it off!3. (not/break)would not have broken

We _________________ a good laugh!4. (have)would have had

______________________________ if any harm had been done to her
model?
5.

(what/mother/say/?)
What would mother have said

And yet ___________________________ by wailing and lamenting either
for myself or for others?
6.

(what/I/gain/?)
what would I have gained

_______________________________________ that leap, or have gone
through the river, that he might speak one word to her, even though he were
to have nothing in return for the word so spoken?

7.

(any other young man/take/?)

Would any other young man have taken

I __________________ it in fifteen minutes, and I know it.8. (do)would have done

With me you ___________________ peace.9. (find)would have found

Any entire renunciation _________________ with her approval.10. (meet)would have met

Had I not been present there I __________________________ it.11.
(not/believe)

would not have believed

Yet she ________________________ this forest walk at any price.12.
(not/miss)

would not have missed

He ______________________ his mother without telling her.13. (not/leave)would not have left

Then the Reformation ______________________.14. (not/be)would not have been

He __________________ a character for Cervantes.15. (make)would have made
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________________________ to a fifth and a sixth term?16. (he/go on/?)Would he have gone on

Giulia ______________________ him so.17. (not/tell)would not have told

_____________________ any better than at present?18. (it/be/?)Would it have been

If they had only had some machinery which they could have employed to
avert war, _____________________________________ themselves of it!
19.

(how gladly/they/avail/?)
how gladly would they have availed

________________________________________ in this quiet town, and
practised law, and lived and died a citizen of Montepulciano?
20.

(the little Angelo/grow up/?)

Would the little Angelo have grown up
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